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We’ve seen that the Einstein equation doesn’t allow gravity to exist in 2

spacetime dimensions. Here we’ll look at a demonstration that gravity also
cannot exist in 3 spacetime dimensions of t, x and y.

Because of the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, there are six indepen-
dent, (possibly) non-zero components in 3 dimensions. We can take these
components to be Rxtxt, Rytyt, Rxtyt, Rtxxy, Rtxyt and Rtyxy. As before,
we use the Einstein equation

Rij = κ

(
T ij − 1

2
gijT

)
+Λgij (1)

with Λ = 0 and consider a vacuum so that T ij = T = 0, meaning that Rij =
0. We’ll look at a local inertial frame (LIF), where the metric is gij = ηij .
Then we get

Rij =Ra
iaj (2)

= ηakRkiaj (3)
=−Rtitj +Rxixj +Ryiyj (4)

Now we look at the 6 independent components of Rij . Because Rijkm =
−Rjikm =−Rijmk, any component with either the first two indices or last
two indices equal is zero, so we get

Rtt =Rxtxt+Rytyt = 0 (5)
Rxx =−Rtxtx+Ryxyx = 0 (6)
Ryy =−Rtyty+Rxyxy = 0 (7)
Rtx =Rytyx = 0 (8)
Rty =Rxtxy = 0 (9)
Rxy =−Rtxty = 0 (10)
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The last 3 equations show that 3 of the Riemann components are zero.
The first 3 equations can be rewritten using the symmetries of the Riemann
tensor:

Rtt =Rxtxt+Rytyt = 0 (11)
Rxx =−Rxtxt+Rxyxy = 0 (12)
Ryy =−Rytyt+Rxyxy = 0 (13)

Solving these equations gives

Rxtxt =Rytyt =Rxyxy = 0 (14)
Thus all 6 components of the Riemann tensor are zero, showing that 3d

spacetime must be flat and gravity cannot exist in 3 spacetime dimensions.
(As usual, a tensor equation valid in a LIF is valid in all coordinate systems,
so the conclusion is general.)


